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Abstract:
Forecasting of hydrologic time series, with the quantification of uncertainty, is an important tool for adaptive water resources
management. Nonstationarity, caused by climate forcing and other factors, such as change in physical properties of catchment
(urbanization, vegetation change, etc.), makes the forecasting task too difficult to model by traditional Box–Jenkins approaches.
In this paper, the potential of the Bayesian dynamic modelling approach is investigated through an application to forecast a
nonstationary hydroclimatic time series using relevant climate index information. The target is the time series of the volume
of Devil’s Lake, located in North Dakota, USA, for which it was proved difficult to forecast and quantify the associated
uncertainty by traditional methods. Two different Bayesian dynamic modelling approaches are discussed, namely, a constant
model and a dynamic regression model (DRM). The constant model uses the information of past observed values of the
same time series, whereas the DRM utilizes the information from a causal time series as an exogenous input. Noting that the
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index appears to co-vary with the time series of Devil’s Lake annual volume, its use as
an exogenous predictor is explored in the case study. The results of both the Bayesian dynamic models are compared with
those from the traditional Box–Jenkins time series modelling approach. Although, in this particular case study, it is observed
that the DRM performs marginally better than traditional models, the major strength of Bayesian dynamic models lies in the
quantification of prediction uncertainty, which is of great value in hydrology, particularly under the recent climate change
scenario. Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
In hydrologic time series analysis and forecasting,
Box–Jenkins models (Box et al., 1994) are widely used.
These models are static in nature and use the statistical properties of time series. A contiguous sequence of a
few recent observations and errors in prediction are used
as input to these models. However, the non-contiguous
nature of autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation of
somewhat more complex time series motivate the use of
non-contiguous types of Box–Jenkins models (Mujumdar
and Nagesh Kumar, 1990).
However, the basic assumption of all such models is
the temporal persistence of statistical properties of the
time series. Thus, once the parameters are determined,
they are assumed to remain constant over time. This is
often not a valid assumption, since climatic and other factors influencing the dynamics may cause changes in the
statistical properties of time series over time. In general,
uncertainty associated with observations is considered in
traditional time series modelling approaches. However,
uncertainty in model parameter values and model structure, which is another important source of uncertainty,
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is ignored in traditional approaches. Another drawback
of Box–Jenkins models is the exploitation of a significant amount of data for determining the parameters and
for validation the model before it becomes ready for use.
Large data sets may not always be available, particularly
in developing countries.
Shortcomings of traditional modelling approaches,
as briefly mentioned above, lead researchers towards
advanced modelling approaches. In this paper, forecasting of nonstationary hydrologic time series using climatic information as inputs, along with quantification of
uncertainty is investigated. This approach is very useful in the context of recent climate change scenarios
as the effect of climate change imparts nonstationarity
to hydrological time series. Bayesian dynamic models
(BDMs) are able to deal with nonstationary time series.
It is shown with a case study that BDMs have potential
for hydroclimatic time series forecasting and quantification of uncertainity. The superiority of such models
over traditional modelling approaches is explained here.
The common assumption of stationarity can be relaxed in
BDMs (Bernier, 1994). Dynamic properties enable such
models to gradually update the model parameters in light
of any changes in the time series arising from climatic
or other causes. If the change is abrupt and can be predicted earlier, typically in the case of man-made changes,
it may be possible to incorporate its effect in the model
manually, based on decisions of the forecaster, which is
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known as intervention. However, this is not easy from a
practical point of view in the field of hydrology. Thus,
in this study, external intervention is not utilized.
The major strength of BDMs is its uncertainty quantification of predicted values. Forecasting is a statement
of an uncertain future value and Bayesian philosophy
believes in probabilistic representation of all sources of
uncertainty. Thus, prediction of uncertain future values
is available as a probability statement. Although such
models are used in other fields of study (Pole et al.,
1994), only a few applications have been reported in
the field of hydrology (Bernier, 1994; Berger and Insua,
1998; Krishnaswamy et al., 2000, 2001) and its potential
use in time series analysis and forecasting is yet to be
established. It may be noted here that classical Kalman
filtering, which is based on Bayesian philosophy, has also
been used in hydrology and water resources engineering
problems (Bergman and Delleur, 1985; Bierkens et al.,
2001; Schreider et al., 2001; Crow and Wood, 2003).
However, Kalman filtering is not Bayesian forecasting
(West and Harrison, 1997). In this study, the utility of
Bayesian dynamic models for hydrologic time series forecasting and quantification of the uncertainty involved is
illustrated with the annual volume time series of Devil’s
Lake, located in North Dakota, USA.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The
analytical structure of two Bayesian dynamic models—a
constant model (CM) and a dynamic regression model
(DRM) is presented in the following section. A brief
description of Devil’s Lake annual volume time series is
provided in the third section, followed in the next section
by an illustration of the use of CM and its performance
in the prediction of annual volumes in Devil’s Lake. The
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index, an exogenous
predictor, is discussed. Implementation of the DRM is
discussed in the fifth section using the NAO index
as an exogenous predictor. Comparison of the two
Bayesian dynamic models and Box–Jenkins models is
then presented, with conclusions presented in the seventh
and final section.
BAYESIAN DYNAMIC MODELS
The mathematical framework and related proof of
Bayesian dynamic models can be found in West and Harrison (1997). Application of such models in other fields
can be found elsewhere (Berliner et al., 2000; Maity
and Nagesh Kumar, 2006). The superiority of Bayesian
dynamic models over traditional modelling approaches
is mentioned briefly in the previous section. Relaxation
of the stationarity property is the most useful aspect in
hydrology as explained in this paper. The time-varying
property of hydrologic time series can be captured by
such models. This property is discussed in the context of
a particular Bayesian model, known as a constant model,
which uses the inherent property of the time series and
updates the model parameters by utilizing the observed
values, at each time step. On the other hand, the timevarying relationship between the causal time series and
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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the response time series is captured by a DRM, which
uses information from the causal time series and also
the inherent properties of the time series. As with the
constant model, model parameters are updated by utilizing the observed values, at each time step. However,
the assumption of normality is the basic assumption of
Bayesian dynamic models.
Two forms of Bayesian dynamic model (BDM) are
investigated for application to the Devil’s Lake volume
time series.
Constant Model
The observation equation is expressed as
Yt D t C t

t ¾ N[0, V]

1

and the system equation is expressed as
t D t1 C ωt

ωt ¾ N[0, W]

2

Equation (1) considers the uncertainty in the observations. This includes measurement error, as well as sampling error, or error associated with the representativeness
of the observation of the underlying mean process. Here,
Yt is the observation, t is the mean level or state of
the underlying process, and t is the associated error process, which is assumed to have a Normal distribution with
mean zero and variance V. Equation (2), while evolving over successive time steps, imparts due weighting
to previous states of the observation and considers the
dynamics of the underlying process, which is assumed
to be a random walk—i.e. the mean of the process is
allowed to drift, subject to some random perturbation ωt ,
which is also assumed to have a Normal distribution with
mean zero and variance W. If the variance of this perturbation is small enough then the system equation is
that of a constant mean. Conversely, if it is large, the
underlying dynamics is one of a random walk. The variances V and W are known as observational and evolution
variance, respectively. The constant model assumes the
variance of both the random terms to be constant over
time. The information available at time t is denoted as
Dt , and statements of system state are made conditional
on that information.
The initial information on model parameter 0 /D0  ¾
N[m0 , C0 ] is provided by the forecaster, i.e. mean m0 and
variance C0 are the initial beliefs of the forecaster. The
model parameter is updated at each time step following
Bayes theorem to obtain the one-step-ahead forecast
and posterior distribution of the model parameter. The
procedure is explained below. The following procedure
utilizes Bayes rule to obtain the forecast distribution and
to update the prior distribution to posterior distribution,
which is outlined in Appendix A for the general interest
of the reader.
Without the loss of generality, let us assume that
the posterior distribution for t1 is t1 /Dt1  ¾
N[mt1 , Ct1 ] with some mean mt1 and variance Ct1 .
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The prior for t is t /Dt1  ¾ N[mt1 , Rt ] where variance Rt is
3
Rt D Ct1 C W

t1 /Dt1  ¾ Tt1 [mt1 , Ct1 ], with some mean mt1
and variance Ct1 . The prior for t is t /Dt1  ¾
Tt1 [mt1 , Rt ], where

where W is the evolution variance as used in the
system equation, i.e. while calculating the prior from
the posterior of the previous time step, the variance
is increased by the amount W to reflect the variance
of the perturbation ωt . The one-step-ahead forecast is
Yt /Dt1  ¾ N[ft , Qt ], where

Rt D Ct1 C Wt

It is difficult, practically, to assign the sequence of
evolution variance fWt g without relating it to some
previous known variance. So a discount factor υ 0 <
υ < 1 is introduced such that

ft D mt1

4

Rt D Ct1 /υ

Q t D Rt C V

5

This reflects the reality that Rt > Ct1 . Using Equation
(13) in Equation (12) it can be shown after some algebraic manipulation that

where V is the observational variance associated with
t , the error process in the observational equation. The
expectation of the one-step forecast distribution can
be used as point prediction, and the variance as the
uncertainty information associated with it. The posterior
for t is t /Dt  ¾ N[mt , Ct ], where
mt D mt1 C At et

6

Ct D At Vt

7

At D Rt /Qt

8

e t D y t  ft

9

yt is the observed value of Yt for the time step t and At
is known as the adaptive coefficient. This can be thought
of as a weight function, since it prescribes how much
weight is given to past information and how much to the
present observation.
Dynamic Regression Model (DRM)
The basic principle of a DRM is to capture the
continuously changing relationship between two time
series over time. The complete model is defined as
follows:
The observation equation is
Yt D Ft t C t

t ¾ N[0, V]

10

and the system equation is
t D t1 C ωt

12

ωt ¾ Tt1 [0, Wt ]

14

As mentioned earlier, the observational variance is
considered to be unknown, so a new parameter 
is defined as  D V1 , which reflects the precision
of prediction. The distributional form of the precision
parameter , for the time step (t  1) is /Dt1  ¾
G[nt1 /2, dt1 /2], where G denotes the Gamma distribution. One-step forecast distribution is Yt /Dt1  ¾
Tt1 [ft , Qt ], where
ft D Ft mt1
Qt D

F2t Rt

C St1

St1 D dt1 /nt1

15
16
17

As in the constant model, the expectation of the onestep forecast distribution can be used as a point prediction, and the variance as the uncertainty information
associated with it. The posterior distribution for t is
t /Dt  ¾ Tt [mt , Ct ], with
mt D mt1 C At et

18

Ct D Rt St /Qt

19

St D dt /nt

20

e t D Y t  ft

21

At D Ft Rt /Qt

22

11

where Ft is the regressor parameter at time t and
t is the regression parameter at time t. t is the
associated error process, which is assumed to have
Normal distribution with mean zero and variance V.
V is the observational variance and considered to be
unknown in this case. In the system equation, Tt1
implies Students’ t distribution with (t  1) degrees
of freedom. Wt is time-dependent evolution variance.
Dealing with unknown observational variance and timedependent evolution variance is discussed later.
One-step forecast and posterior distribution are calculated as follows—the initial information is 0 /D0  ¾
T1 [m0 , C0 ], where mean, m0 and variance C0 are the initial beliefs of the forecaster. The posterior for t1 is
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Wt D Ct1 υ1  1

13

The updated distributional form of precision parameter
, for the time step t, is /Dt  ¾ G[nt /2, dt /2], where
nt D nt1 C 1
dt D dt1 C

St1 e2t /Qt

23
24

Two things are to be noted here. The first is that the
discount factor υ plays an important role regarding the
amount of information loss over successive observations.
The second point is to select a suitable regressor time
series, which is also known as the influential or causal
time series.
It is worthwhile to once again note here that the
Bayesian models presented in this section, are able
to capture changes in the time series arising from its
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Figure 1. Volume change of Devil’s Lake (Source: http://www.geocities.com/)

Figure 2. Annual time series of Devil’s Lake volume

Figure 3. Autocorrelogram of annual time series of Devil’s Lake volume

dynamic nature. The factor At in Equations (6), (8), (18)
and (22) is known as the adaptive coefficient, which can
lie between 0 and 1. Equations (6) or (18) can also be
rewritten as mt D At Yt C 1  At mt1 , i.e. the present
level depends on both the previous estimated level and
the present observation (West and Harrison, 1997). Thus,
any change in the time series is captured by the model.
So, these models are suitable for capturing the timevarying relationship induced by climate forcing, and
hence used in this paper. The superiority of these models
over traditional Box–Jenkins models is discussed later.

A visual plot of a time series is often used to make
a first judgment as to whether the data are stationary or
nonstationary. The autocorrelogram has sometimes been
used to test whether a series is stationary in mean or
not—if it drops to zero relatively quickly, it is known
to be stationary and on the other hand if it dies very
slowly, i.e. autocorrelations remain significant at higher
lags too, it is considered to be nonstationary (Makridakis
et al., 1998). In the present case the time series plot
(Figure 2) and autocorrelogram (Figure 3) indicate that
this time series is nonstationary. The assumptions of
Normal distribution, as mentioned earlier, cannot be
verified meticulously due to the long-term nonstationary
nature of the data for this closed basin. However,
the volume of a lake within a closed basin can be
assumed to be the collective response of many hydrologic
time series, such as, inflow through various streams,
overland flow, contribution of subsurface flow, rainfall,
losses due to various factors, and so on. With an
assumption of their continuous distributions, it can be
stated that the collective response, i.e. their summation
(i.e. time series of volume) approximately follows a
Normal density (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002). Thus, the

DEVIL’S LAKE ANNUAL VOLUME TIME SERIES
AND NONSTATIONARITY
Devil’s Lake (98° 520 3000 W to 98° 450 0000 W and 47° 590
5300 N to 48° 070 2300 N) is situated in the state of North
Dakota, USA. After 1970 the lake started increasing in
extent gradually. A comparison of the lake area at three
stages in the last three decades is shown in Figure 1.
The time series of annual volume of Devil’s Lake was
obtained from the US Army Corps of Engineers for the
period 1901 to 1995 (Figure 2).
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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normality assumption can be statistically supported by
the Central Limit Theorem for the time series of annual
volume of a closed basin lake.

PERFORMANCE OF THE CONSTANT MODEL
As discussed earlier, to start prediction with the Bayesian
dynamic model, the distributional form of the model
parameters has to be defined, which comes from the
initial belief of the forecaster. As the first value in
the time series is 615,000 acre-feet, a mean level m0
should be chosen close to it. However, as the precision
of this value is not known, a high value of initial
variance C0 should be chosen. Considering these points,
at time step 0 (1900) m0 is assumed to be 600 000
and variance C0 as 400 ð 106 . It may be noted that
the effect of these initial assumed values dies down
quickly after three or four time steps (West and Harrison,
1997). The constant values of observational and evolution
variances are ‘judicially’ assumed to be V D 250 ð
106 and W D 500 ð 106 , respectively. However, these
‘judicial’ assumptions are very difficult to be verified
from a practical point of view. It may be noted that the
assumed values of observational and evolution variances
will have an effect on the uncertainty measurement or, in
other words, confidence interval of the prediction. Thus,
it is preferred to observe the performance of the model
with some trial values of observational and evolution
variances. Suitable values are then selected. However,
this can be overcome in the DRM by introducing a
precision parameter (inverse of variance) as discussed
later.
With these initial beliefs the one-step-ahead forecast
performance is compared with the actual observation.
As already discussed, predictions are available in a
distributional form and thus the confidence interval of

predicted values can be obtained at any desired statistical
confidence level. In Figure 4, the observation and onestep-ahead values forecast by the constant model along
with the 95% confidence interval, are shown. Forecasting
performances are evaluated based on R2 values. As the
time series is highly nonstationary, R2 values are obtained
for different stretches of the time series, as well as for
the full length time series (Table I).
It may be observed from Figure 4 that, in the periods
1950–1952, 1956–1957, 1970–1973 and 1995–1998 the
forecast performance is not as good as in other periods
and is outside the 95% confidence limits, suggesting that
improvements to the model are needed. This may be due
to some sudden changes occurring at the beginning of
those periods. If in advance it is possible to predict the
expected effect, this can be incorporated in the model
by external intervention, which is a major advantage
of forecasting with Bayesian dynamic models. But such
interventions are extremely difficult to implement operationally. It may also be noted that, using the recursive
approach of the constant model, forecasts can be made
available for longer lead times. However, the expectation of the distribution remains the same and the variance
(uncertainty) goes up with forecast lead time. Thus, eventually the forecast information becomes ‘diluted’ as the
forecast lead time is increased.
The possibility of external influence on the variability
of the time series indicates that the inherent property
of the time series is not sufficient for prediction with
Table I. Values of R2 (Constant model)
R2

Period
1901 to 1995
1901 to 1949
1950 to 1995

0Ð90
0Ð98
0Ð82

Figure 4. Comparison of actual and one-step forecast by constant model
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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reasonable accuracy. This possibility is explored by using
an exogenous predictor, which is elaborated in the next
section.
PERFORMANCE OF THE DRM
The DRM needs a causal time series as an exogenous
input. Based on recent studies, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is used as an exogenous input in the present
study. A brief discussion of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and motivation for using it as an exogenous
input is presented.
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
The NAO refers to a north–south oscillation in atmospheric mass with centres of action near Iceland and
over the subtropical Atlantic from the Azores across the
Iberian Peninsula (Hurrell, 2000). The winter NAO index
is defined as the anomalous difference between the polar
low and the subtropical high during the winter season
(December through March).
Effect of NAO Index
The NAO exerts a dominant influence on wintertime
temperatures across much of the Northern Hemisphere.
Surface air temperature and sea surface temperature
(SST) across wide regions of the North Atlantic Ocean,
North America, the Arctic, Eurasia and the Mediterranean are significantly correlated with NAO variability.
Recent changes in the NAO trend are also reflected in
pronounced changes in the transport and convergence
of atmospheric moisture and, thus, the distribution of
evaporation and precipitation (Hurrell, 2000). The NAO
index’s trend through the last three decades may be
related to global climatological changes. The positive
phase persistence appears to be unprecedented in the
observational period (Hurrell, 1995a). This increasing
trend started around 1970. From 1989 winter unprecedented positive values of the index have been recorded
(Hurrell, 1995a; Watanabe and Nitta, 1999). This trend
in the NAO index accounts for several remarkable climatological changes in the Northern Hemisphere, i.e. drier
milder winter in Europe and a wetter, more severe winter over eastern Canada and north-west Atlantic (Hurrell,
1995a; Wallace et al., 1995; Hurrell, 1996; Shabbar et al.,
1997), change in precipitation (Hurrell, 1995a; Dai et al.,
1997; Hurrell and Loon, 1997), glacier movement (Sigurdsson and Jonsson, 1995), changes in sea-ice cover
(Maslanik et al., 1996; Cavalieri et al., 1997), decrease
in mean sea level pressure (Walsh et al., 1996), changes
in strength and character of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation due to change in convection in the
Labrador and Greenland–Iceland Seas (Dickson et al.,
1996; Houghton, 1996) and storm activities (Hurrell,
1995b).
NAO Index Data
The winter NAO index is based on the difference of
normalized sea level pressure (SLP) between Lisbon,
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Portugal and Stykkisholmur/Reykjavik, Iceland since
1864. The data set is collected from the home page
of Jim Hurrell, a scientist in the Climate Analysis
Section in the Climate and Global Dynamics Division
at National Centre for Atmospheric Research (NCAR).
The SLP anomalies at each station were normalized
by division of each seasonal mean pressure by the
long-term mean (1864–1983) standard deviation. Positive values of the index indicate stronger-than-average
westerlies over the middle latitudes. The time series
of NAO index (Dec–Mar) for the period 1892–1995
are shown in Figure 5. Station index value for year
N refers to an average of December year N  1 and
January, February, and March year N. For example,
the 1990 value contains the average of December
1989 and January, February, and March 1990. [Source:
http://www.cgd.ucar.edu/¾jhurrell/nao.stat.winter.html].
Exogenous Predictor—the NAO Index
While a dynamical connection cannot be directly made
between the Devil’s Lake volume and the NAO index,
from Figures 2 and 5, a correspondence can be seen
between the trends in the NAO index time series and
changes in the time series of Devil’s Lake annual volume.
A simple regression model is adopted for the preliminary
study of the relationship between them. However, the
relationship is not well captured by the simple regression model. The reason may be the static nature of the
regression model whereas a time varying relationship is
expected as indicated by the above analysis. Moreover,
quantification of uncertainty is very important for the
modelling of time varying relationships. Keeping these
points in mind, a dynamic model is required for application, which is able to capture the dynamic relationship
and provides the information uncertainty associated with
the prediction.
Since the Devil’s Lake is a closed basin lake, its
volume reflects an integration of basin precipitation
over some prior time period. Thus, a closed basin
lake may reflect an aggregation or integration of the

Figure 5. Time series of NAO index (Dec–Mar)
Hydrol. Process. 22, 3488– 3499 (2008)
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meteorologic processes represented by the climate index,
over some preceding time period (Baldwin and Lall,
2000). Hence, the volumetric response of a closed basin
like Devil’s Lake is expected to vary with the aggregation
or integration of climatic forces and varies slowly in time.
Thus, the average value of the climate index over ‘N’
preceding years is used as precursor.
The value of ‘N’ is investigated using a measure
of similarity between the two time series. Among the
different similarity measures between two time series,
Euclidean distance is widely used. Euclidean distance is
a distance metric between two time series, considering
each to be a point in n-dimensional space, where n is the
length of the time series (Agrawal et al., 1993; Ma and
Manjunath, 1996; Park et al., 1999; Maity and Nagesh
Kumar, 2007). The Euclidean distance between two time
series X and Y is defined as
 n
1/2

DE X, Y D
Xi  Yi 2
25

Performance of DRM model using the NAO index as an
exogenous input

50

Initial values of the parameters m0 , C0 , d0 and n0 , at
time step 0 (1900), are assumed to be the forecaster’s
initial belief. The explanation for assumed m0 and C0
is the same as for the constant model and these are
selected to be 1Ð15 ð 105 and 1Ð5 ð 103 , respectively.
As mentioned earlier, in the case of DRM, a precision
parameter, denoted  D V1  is introduced, which is
Gamma distributed with shape parameter nt /2, scale
parameter dt /2. Expectation of this distribution gives an
estimate of the observational variance. Initial information
on these parameters, i.e. n0 and d0 , comes from the initial
belief of the forecaster. n0 is selected to be 1 as it is
increased by 1 during updating at each time step. d0
is selected such that it will reflect the initial estimate
of unknown observational variance, V. It is assumed to
be 1 ð 105 , so that initial estimate of V D d0 /n0 D
1 ð 105  is a little higher, as the accuracy of this value is
not known. However, as in the previous case, the effect of
these initial assumed values dies down quickly after three
or four time steps (West and Harrison, 1997). However,
it is noticed that the effect of d0 on the observational
variance takes a comparatively longer time to die down.
The observation and one-step-ahead forecasted values
along with the 95% confidence intervals, are shown in
Figure 7. Forecasting performances are evaluated based
on R2 values as earlier (Table II). It can be observed
that the model performance is improved, particularly in
those years when the performance of the constant model
is not satisfactory. This is because of the use of NAO
index information as an exogenous input to this DRM,
which is not present in the constant model. A comparison
of performance of this model with those of the constant
model and Box–Jenkins models is presented in the next
section.
It may be noted that, in the DRM the coefficient of
determination (R2 ) may be worse than that in the constant
model, if selection of the exogenous input is unsuitable.
In the present problem, the worth of the NAO index is
established by the improved performance of the DRM.
Another point is that during the time when the drastic
change in Devil’s Lake volume starts occurring, particularly in the period 1971–1995, the difference in the
performance of the constant model and the DRM is conspicuous. In fact, 43% (r D 0Ð648) of the total variability

0

Table II. Values of R2 (DRM)

iD1

The smaller the Euclidean distance, the closer are the
two time series considered. The Euclidean distances were
calculated between the time series of standardized Devil’s
Lake volume and the time series of moving average NAO
index for different window sizes (2 to 20 years). The
results are shown in Figure 6.
It is observed that the Euclidean distance is lowest
for the moving average of the preceding 8 years. The
numerical values for the Euclidean distances for the
moving average of 9 and 10 years are almost the same
as those for 8 years. Here, a moving average of the
preceding 10 years is used, this being somewhat more
of a standard than 8 or 9 years.
Thus, NAO moving average of the preceding 10 years
is selected as the exogenous predictor for Devil’s Lake
annual volume for the current year. Baldwin and Lall
(2000) had explored a similar connection between the
Devil’s Lake, the NAO and other climate indices. In their
study, a running sum of the departures of the NAO from
its mean value is considered as a predictor. However, the
250
200
150
100

MA 2
MA 3
MA 4
MA 5
MA 6
MA 7
MA 8
MA 9
MA 10
MA 11
MA 12
MA 13
MA 14
MA 15
MA 16
MA 17
MA 18
MA 19
MA 20

Euclidean Distance

considered NAO index is based on the anomaly values
of sea level pressure, as mentioned earlier. Thus, the
departures from the mean are not calculated, as it is
already considered in the NAO index.

Moving Average (MA) for different length
Figure 6. Euclidean distances between the time series of standardize
Devil’s Lake volume and the time series of moving average NAO index
for different window sizes (2 to 20 years)
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Period
1901 to 1995
1901 to 1949
1950 to 1995

R2
0Ð91
0Ð98
0Ð85
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Figure 7. One-step forecast with DRM with NAO index as an exogenous input

is explained in a constant model that does not use the
NAO index information, whereas 52% (r D 0Ð721) of
the variability is explained in the DRM that does use
the NAO index information.
Another point is that the possibility of longer lead time
forecasting is more reasonable than with the constant
model. However, the k-step-ahead forecast needs the
exogenous input information (here NAO Index) for the
kth step ahead from the present time step. As this
information is not available, longer lead time forecasting
was not attempted.
COMPARISON OF BOX–JENKINS MODELS WITH
BAYESIAN MODELS
Before proceeding further, it is once again worth mentioning here that major strength of Bayesian dynamic
models lies in the quantification of the uncertainty associated with predicted values by considering the uncertainty of the model parameters, which is not considered in Box–Jenkins models. Another point is that as
Box–Jenkins models use a significant quantity of data for
model development, comparison can be done only with
a smaller part of the data. These obvious shortcomings
of Box–Jenkins models should be kept in mind before
evaluating the comparison results.
Tentative Box–Jenkins models, which are widely
known as autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) model, were developed based on data for the
period 1901–1970, following the usual procedure (Box
et al., 1994). Three tentatively selected models—AR(2),
ARIMA(1,1,1) and ARIMA(2,2,1), were tested for the
remaining period 1971–1995. It may be noted here that
a naRive forecasting model such as ‘1 month ahead is
equal to last month’ is recommended sometimes as a
baseline model, which is a special case of the AR(1)
model (Yt D a1 Yt1 C et ) with parameter a1 D 1, so that
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

the expectation at time step t, i.e. forecast at time step
t will be equal to the observed value at time step t  1.
However, it is found that the partial correlation coefficient is significant up to the second lag and the possibility
of AR(1) model is ruled out along with the naRive forecasting model. However, being the baseline model, the
performance of such a model is also tested and reported.
It is also important to investigate the performance
of autoregressive model with exogenous input (ARX)
in this regard. The general form of ARX models
[ARXn, m, k] is given by Yt D a1 Yt1 C a2 Yt2 C
Ð Ð Ð C an Ytn C b1 Xtk C b2 Xtk1 C Ð Ð Ð C bm XtkmC1
C et , where, Y is the response variable, i.e. volume of
Devil’s Lake, and X is the exogenous input; i.e. NAO
Index. ai i D 1, . . . , n and bj j D 1, . . . , m are model
parameters, which are estimated based on the 1901–1970
data. n, m and k are the order of the autoregressive
parameter, order of the exogenous input parameter and
delay factor. n is decided by significant partial autocorrelation of Devil’s Lake volume data and was found to
be 2. m is decided by the significant cross-correlation
between Devil’s Lake volume data and NAO Index data
and was found to be 1. k is equal to zero because the
nth year NAO index refers to an average of December from the (n  1)th year and January, February and
March from the nth year. Thus the model is reduced to
Yt D a1 Yt1 C a2 Yt2 C b1 Xt C et , i.e. ARX(2,1,0). The
model is tested for the period 1971–1995, as for the other
Box–Jenkins models.
It is necessary to test statistically the residual for
(a) zero mean, (b) no significant periodicity, and (c)
absence of correlation to validate the ARIMA models
(Mujumdar and Nagesh Kumar, 1990). Brief details of
these statistical tests are presented in Appendix B. All
these tests were carried out and test results are given in
Table III. Cells marked with the asterisk indicate failure
to pass the test.
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To compare the performance of Bayesian dynamic
models with that of ARIMA and ARX models, mean
square error (MSE), mean absolute deviations (MAD)
and R-square (R2 ) values were calculated for all cases
for the period 1971–1995, as this was the model testing
period for the ARIMA models. Model performance
statistics are shown in Table IV. It may be mentioned
here that the naive forecasting model, i.e. forecast at
time step t equal to the observed value at time step
t  1, is tested and the statistics are obtained as MSE D
1Ð62 ð 1010 , MAD D 8Ð46 ð 104 and R2 D 0Ð52 for the
period 1971–1995. These values were compared with
the statistics for the AR(2) model (Table IV) and found
to be inferior, which is expected as explained earlier.
It is further noticed that the AR(2) and the DRM with
NAO as exogenous predictor are quite close in their
performance as far as their MSE and MAD are concerned.
However, residuals of the AR(2) model fail the test of
zero mean and the test of significant periodicity during
this period.
Moving to ARIMA models of progressively higher
order (e.g. 2,2,1) leads to substantially higher MSE and
MAD, i.e. degradation in predictive performance, but
the mean of the residuals is close to zero. For the
ARIMA (2,2,1) model, the residuals are autocorrelated,
suggesting its rejection. The performance of ARX(2,1,0)
is found to be better than other Box–Jenkins models.
However residuals of this model fail the test of significant periodicity (Table III). Although the performance,
in terms of statistics (shown in Table IV), is comparable with the DRM, quantification of uncertainty associated with the predicted values is the main strength of
the latter. This is achieved by considering the uncertainty of the DRM model parameters as mentioned earlier.

Essentially, the Bayesian dynamic models by considering the mean change over time are able to capture the
nonstationarity in the mean. The DRM with NAO does
bring in some information beyond that contained in the
constant model. Since the lake evolves slowly, the lag1 autocorrelation is typically very high (0Ð95, with lag-2
equal to 0Ð25 for the fitted AR(2) model). In the absence
of external, nonstationary forcing, this sort of system will
exhibit long memory and significant, persistent excursions about the long-term mean. So, one question is
whether the recent rise of Devil’s Lake is simply such
an excursion and does not reflect a change in the forcing
function. The performance of the ARIMA (p,d,q) models
considered here suggests otherwise. There is a persistent
bias in the mean for the lower order models, and once the
model with d D 2, consistent with the test of nonstationarity, is considered, it is found that the residual structure
is still not consistent with the underlying assumptions.
The DRM allows the flexibility of changing dynamics
with the inclusion of additional information in the linear autoregressive model. Further, it provides information
regarding the uncertainty associated with the forecasted
values, which is a valuable contribution towards better
management of water resources.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the Bayesian dynamic modelling approach
is explored for nonstationary hydrologic time series
forecasting. Two linear models were considered with relatively consistent assumptions as to the model form and
underlying density functions. Performance of the models
was compared with that of the traditional Box–Jenkins
models with a case study of Devil’s Lake annual volume

Table III. Residual tests for ARIMA models during testing period (1971–1995)
Model

Test for zero mean

Test for significant periodicities

Test for absence of
correlation

Test statistic (P-value)

AR(2)
ARIMA(1,1,1)
ARIMA(2,2,1)
ARX(2,1,0)

Test
Statistic
(P-value)

t0Ð975 (24)

2Ð09Ł (0Ð0474)
2Ð17Ł (0Ð0401)
0Ð01 (0Ð9921)
1Ð789 (0Ð0781)

2Ð06
2Ð06
2Ð06
2Ð06

1

2

3

14Ð28Ł (0Ð0001) 0Ð01 (0Ð993)
15Ð25Ł (0Ð0001) 0Ð60 (0Ð557)
0Ð00 (1Ð000)
0Ð04 (0Ð961)
10Ð94Ł (0Ð0005) 0Ð002 (0Ð998)

0Ð39
1Ð24
0Ð38
0Ð36

(0Ð681)
(0Ð308)
(0Ð688)
(0Ð702)

f0Ð975 (2,23)

Test
Statistic
(P-value)

4Ð35
4Ð35
4Ð35
4Ð35

2Ð47 (0Ð781)
6Ð16 (0Ð291)
18Ð14Ł (0Ð0028)
1Ð96 (0Ð855)

2
0Ð975 (5)

12Ð83
12Ð83
12Ð83
12Ð83

Table IV. Statistical comparisons between different ARIMA models and Bayesian models for the period 1971–1995

MSE
MAD
R2

AR(2)

ARIMA
(1,1,1)

ARIMA
(2,2,1)

ARX
(2,1,0)

Constant
model

DRM taking NAO index
as exogenous input

1Ð58 ð 1010
8Ð5 ð 104
0Ð57

3Ð15 ð 1010
12Ð2 ð 104
0Ð21

4Ð84 ð 1010
18Ð6 ð 104
0Ð45

1Ð60 ð 1010
8Ð22 ð 104
0Ð54

1Ð98 ð 1010
9Ð10 ð 104
0Ð43

1Ð51 ð 1010
8Ð44 ð 104
0Ð52
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time series. Based purely on split sample forecasting performance, an AR(2) model and the DRM with NAO as
predictor appear to be best. However, the AR(2) model
is contra-indicated by the stationarity test and also by the
non-zero mean residual structure. In this case, the nonstationary ARIMA models improve on the residual attributes
but at the expense of a significant degradation of the
predictive variance. The Bayesian models, on the other
hand, seem to offer a better compromise with respect
to these attributes. Conceptually, the ‘constant model’ is
a close approximation to the AR(2) behaviour in that
if the lag 1 correlation is 0Ð95, then the random walk
dynamics embedded in the observational noise formulation of the ‘constant model’ is likely to give similar
results. However, the mean is allowed to change, and
the changes in the mean are constrained by the inferred
posterior variance of the mean state in the Bayesian procedure. Thus, the model reflects a trade-off between the
nonstationary and low order linear dynamics that corresponds to an AR(1) sort of model. On the other hand,
the DRM extends the observation equation and dynamics equations to allow the changing mean to depend on
an exogenous predictor. In this case, the predictor was
selected based on some prior investigations and literature
that suggest that the NAO may influence winter/spring
storm tracks into the region. It may also have some influence on the summer storms through its influence on the
Bermuda High region in the North Atlantic. The idea is
that if the predictor is useful, the associated regression
coefficients may have a ‘tight’ posterior distribution that
does not intersect with zero over a significant area. This
was the case in this application. Moreover, the ability to
quantify the uncertainty associated with the prediction is
another valuable contribution. Thus, the observed overall
performance, together with the improvement in the residual attributes, suggests that Bayesian dynamic modelling
approach is superior to that of ARIMA models.

error term is independent of the level of the process, the
summation will be another normally distributed random
variable with mean mt1 and variance (Ct1 C W). Thus,
the prior distribution of t for the time step t is
Pt /Dt1  ¾ N[mt1 , Rt ], where, Rt D Ct1 C W.
In a similar way, from equation (A-1), Yt is the
summation of N[mt1 , Rt ] and N[0, V], which is also
normally distributed with mean mt1 and variance
(Rt C V). Thus, one-step- ahead forecast distribution is
PYt /Dt1  ¾ N[ft1 , Qt ], where ft D mt1 and Qt D
Rt C V.
It can be noted that, until now, information up to
time step (t  1) is available, which is denoted Dt1 .
At the end of the time step t, the observed value of Yt
(denoted as yt ), for this time step, is available. Thus, the
available information is improved, which is denoted as
Dt (consisting of Dt1 and yt ). The posterior distribution
for t is obtained by Bayes rule. According to the Bayes
rule:
Posterior / Likelihood ð Prior
A-3
The likelihood for t is proportional to the observed
density of Yt viewed as a function of t , i.e. the
probability density of Yt given that t has already
occurred, i.e. PYt /Dt1 , t , which is, from observation
equation (A-1), normally distributed with mean t and
variance Vt .
Thus, from Bayes rule (Equation (A-3)):
Pt /Dt  / PYt /Dt1 , t 
ð Pt /Dt1 



Yt  t 2
) Pt /Dt  / p
exp 
2V
2 V


1
t  mt1 2
ð
exp 
2Rt
2 Rt
1



After some algebraic operations, it can be shown that
APPENDIX A: ONE-STEP AHEAD FORECAST
DISTRIBUTION AND UPDATING OF PRIOR
DISTRIBUTION TO POSTERIOR DISTRIBUTION
USING BAYES RULE
This discussion illustrates the use of Bayes theorem to
update the prior distribution to posterior distribution and
one-step-ahead forecast distribution.
Observation equation : Yt D t C t
t ¾ N[0, V]

A-1

and the system equation : t D t1 C ωt
ωt ¾ N[0, W]A-2
Let the posterior distribution for t1 at time step (t 
1) be Pt1 /Dt1  ¾ N[mt1 , Ct1 ] with some mean
mt1 and variance Ct1 . Thus from Equation (A-2), t
is the summation of two normally distributed random
variables: N[mt1 , Ct1 ] and N[0, W]. Assuming that the
Copyright  2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Pt /Dt  / 



1

Rt V
Rt C V
 
Yt Rt C mt1 V
t 

R CV

 t
ð exp 
Rt V

2
Rt C V
2

2







i.e. Pt /Dt  is normally distributed with mean
Yt Rt C mt1 V
Rt V
and variance
Rt C V
Rt C V
Rt D A . So
As denoted earlier, Rt C V D Qt and let Q
t
t
R
R
V
V
t
t
variance, R C V D Q D At V and mean
t
t
Yt Rt C mt1 V
Yt Rt C mt1 V
D
Rt C V
Qt
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mt1 Qt  Rt 
Qt
D At Yt C mt1  At mt1 D mt1
D At Y t C

2
˛O D

APPENDIX B: STATISTICAL TEST FOR ANALYSIS
OF RESIDUALS FROM ARIMA MODELS
To validate a model, three necessary conditions should
be satisfied by the series of residuals obtained from
the model. (a) The residual series fet g should have zero
mean. (b) No significant periodicity or other temporal
structure (e.g. autocorrelation) should be present. (c) The
residual series should be uncorrelated. Statistical tests
to ensure the above requirements are explained here.
Details of these tests can be found in standard texts and
Mujumdar and Nagesh Kumar (1990).
Test for zero mean
To test whether the residual series has zero mean or
not, the statistic Tet  is calculated using
Tet  D

N1/2 e
O 1/2

B1-1

where e is the estimated residual mean, O is the estimated
residual variance and N is the number of data points. The
statistic Tet  approximately follows Student distribution
[¾T˛ N  1], where ˛ is the significance level. If
Tet   t˛/2 N  1 or Tet  ½ t1˛/2 N  1, then the
mean is considered not to significantly differ from zero.

B2-4

N
2

Ǒ D

et cosW1 t

tD1

C At Yt  mt1  D mt1 C At et
Thus finally, Pt /Dt  ¾ N[mt , Ct ], where mt D mt1
C At et and Ct D At V.
For DRM, the observation variance is considered to
be unknown. Thus a precision parameter  D V1  is
introduced, which is Gamma distributed. The inverse
of the expectation of this distribution is considered to
be the estimate of the variance, which is St D dt /nt
Rt to
(Equation (20)). This is multiplied by the factor V
t
obtain Ct , i.e. Ct D Rt St /Qt (Equation (19)). Equations
to update the precision parameter are also obtained by
Bayes principle following a similar procedure.

N


N


et sinW1 t

tD1

B2-5

N

2 is the periodicity for which the test is carried
where W
1
out and N is the number of data points. The statistic Fet 
approximately follows F-distribution [¾F˛ 2, N  2],
where ˛ is the significance level. If Fet   f˛ 2, N  2,
then the periodicity corresponding to W1 is considered
not significant.
Test for absence of correlation (Portmanteau test)
To test whether the residual series is a white noise or
not the Portmanteau test is carried out. According to this
test the statistic et  is calculated using
n1 

Rk 2
B3-1
et  D N  n1 
R0
kD1
where,

N


Rk D

[ej ejk ]

jDkC1

Nk

B3-2

where N is the number of data points and n1 is normally
assumed to be 0Ð15N. The statistic et  approximately
follows chi-square distribution [¾X2˛ n1  ], where ˛ is
the significance level. If et   ˛2 n1 , then the residual
series is considered to be a white noise.
However, Whittle’s test (Whittle, 1952) can also be
used to test the absence of correlation in residual series.
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Test for periodicities
To test whether the residual series has any significant
periodicities or not, the statistic Fet  is calculated using
2

Fet  D

N  2
4O1

B2-1

where,
2

D ˛O 2 C Ǒ 2
N


O1 D

B2-2

[et  ˛O cosW1 t  Ǒ sinW1 t]2

tD1

N
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